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Abstract. Comparing XML documents with XML grammars, also known as XML document and grammar
validation, is useful in various scenarios and applications such as: XML document classification, document
transformation, grammar evolution, XML retrieval, and the selective dissemination of information. While
exact (Boolean) XML validation has been extensively investigated in the literature, the more general problem
of approximate (similarity-based) XML validation, i.e., document-grammar similarity evaluation, has not yet
received strong attention. In this paper, we propose an original method for measuring the structural similarity
between an XML document and an XML grammar (DTD or XSD), considering their most common operators
that designate constraints on the existence, repeatability and alternativeness of XML elements/attributes (e.g.,
?, *, MinOccurs, MaxOccurs, etc.). Our approach exploits the concept of tree edit distance, introducing a
novel edit distance recurrence and dedicated algorithms to effectively compare XML documents and
grammar structures, modeled as ordered labeled trees. Our method also inherently performs exact validation
by imposing a maximum similarity threshold (minimum edit distance) on the returned results. We
implemented a prototype and conducted several experiments on large sets of real and synthetic XML
documents and grammars. Results underline our approach’s effectiveness in classifying similar documents
with respect to predefined grammars, accuratly detecting document and/or grammar modifications, and
performing document and grammar relevance ranking. Time and space analysis were also conducted.
This technical report contains only proofs, computation examples, and several experimental results.
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1. Lemma 1 and Proof
y v

Lemma 1 – Given an XML grammar expression of the form ( Ax )u , XML grammar transformation

Rule 1 complies with the ISP property (Definition 1) when any of the following conditions holds:
 Condition 1: (x = y = 1) or (u = v = 1)

1 v

1 v

v

y 1

y v

x u

y

(i.e., ( A0 ) 0 ≡ A0 ; ( A0 ) 0 ≡ A0 ).

 Condition 2: (x = u = 0) and (y =1 or v =1)
 Condition 3: (x = y) and (u = v)

y

y 1

v

(i.e., ( A1 )u ≡ Au ; ( Ax )1 ≡ Ax ).
x u

x u

y v
(i.e., ( Ax )u ≡ Ax u ≡ ( Ay ) v ≡ Ax u ≡ Ay v ).

Rule 3 may not comply with the ISP property otherwise ●
Recall transformation Rule 1 and the ISP property:
y v

y v

Rule 1. XML grammar expressions of the form ( Ax )u transform to Ax u such as the MinOccurs and

MaxOccurs constraints of the resulting expression amount to x×u, and y×v respectively, noted :
y v

( Ax )u 

R1

y v

Ax u 

Definition 1 – Information Structure Preserving (ISP) property: Given an XML grammar (structural
R
expression in) G and a grammar transformation rule R applied to G, resulting in G’, i.e., G  G’, rule R is
deemed information structure preserving if any XML document tree D that conforms to G also conforms to G’
and vice-versa, i.e.,  D, G | D  G’ | D. In other words, the original and the transformed grammar
(structural expressions in) G’ have the same structural expressiveness, denoted G
y v

G’ ●

y

y v

u

Proof of Lemma 1. Consider expression C = ( Ax )u . Let B = Ax Consequently, C = ( Ax )u = Bv .

Proving Lemma 1 comes down to proving that Rule 1 is compliant with the ISP property whenever any of the
conditions 1, 2, 3 in Lemma 1 holds:


Condition # 1: (x = y = 1) underlines default values MinOccurs=1 and MaxOccurs=1 which can be
y

omitted in the grammar expression. Hence, expression B = Ax ≡ A. Consequently, expression C =
u

u

Bv ≡ Av , which underlines that C accepts u-to-v occurrences of expression A. This corresponds
exactly to the result obtained via the application of Rule 1, such as the application of transformation
u x

y v

Rule 1 to expression C= ( Ax )u when (x = y =1) underlines a simplified expression of the form Av y
u

≡ Av , allowing (u×x)-to-(v×y) ≡ u-to-v occurrences of expression A. The same logic applies when

u = v = 1.


Condition # 2: (x = u = 0) and (y =1 or v =1) is equivalent to two alternative expressions:
(x = 0 and u = 0 and y = 1) or (x = 0 and u = 0 and v =1).
1

 (x = 0 and u = 0 and y = 1) means that expression B = A0 accepts 0-to-1 occurrences of A.
v

1

Having C = B0 implies that expression C accepts 0-to-v times B = A0 where A is optional,
which implies that A can appear at least zero times, and at most v times to fulfill C. This is
equivalent to (u×0)-to-(v×1) occurrences of A, which is the result obtained via Rule 1.

 The exact same reasoning applies to (x = 0 and u = 0 and v =1).
x

 Condition # 3: (x = y) and (u = v) means that expression B = Ax where A can appear exaclty x (=y)
u

times, and C = Bu where B can appear exactly u (=v) times. This implies that A can appear exactly

(x×u) times to fulfil C, which is equivalent to (u×x)-to-(u×x) occurrences of A, which in turn
x u

x u

y v

x u

y v
corresponds to the result obtained via Rule 1 (i.e., ( Ax )u ≡ Ax u ≡ ( Ay ) v ≡ Ax u ≡ Ay v ).

2. Lemma 2 and Proof
Lemma 2 - Given an XML grammar (structural expression in) G, and an XML document tree D to be
compared to G, the application of Rule 2+ to grammar (expressions in) G, considering document tree D, i.e.,
R 2
(G 
G’)D, verifies the ISP property w.r.t. D. In other words, the original grammar (structural
expressions in) G and the transformed grammar (structural expressions in) G’ have the same structural
expressiveness w.r.t. D, denoted (G G’)D ●

2

2. 1. Recall Transformation Rules
First, recall transformation Rule 2.2+ (addressing the MaxOccurs constraint), the general case Rule 2+
(combining MinOccurs and MaxOccurs), and the original Rule 2 (independent of the document tree).
Rule 2.2+ - Given an XML grammar G, and an XML document tree D to be compared to G, and given

transformation Rule 2.2, a repeatable sequence expression E in G, of the form ( A, B ) such as
MaxOccurs=’unbounded’, is transformed into expression E’ of the form ((A , B)| ) , …, ((A , B)| ), such as
expression ((A , B)| ) is repeated ceil( MaxDeg(D) )1 times, where MaxDeg(D) = Max {n. Deg} is the maximum
nD

|E|

node degree (fan-out) in document tree D, and |E| the cardinality of expression E w.r.t. the main And
sequence operator (e.g., |E|=3 for E=(A, B, C)*) 
Rule 2+. Given an XML grammar G, and an XML document tree D to be compared to G, and given

transformation Rule 2, a repeatable sequence expression E in G, of the form ( A, B ) x such MinOccurs=x and

MaxOccurs=’unbounded’,
is
transformed
into
expression
E’
of
the
form
(A , B) , …, (A , B) , ((A , B)| ) , …, ((A , B)| ) such as expression (A, B) is repeated x number of times,
whereas expression ((A , B)| ) is repeated z = ceil( MaxDeg(D) ) – x times, where MaxDeg(D) = Max {n.Deg} is
n D

|E|

the maximum node degree in D, and |E| the cardinality of expression E w.r.t. the main And operator 
Rule

2.

XML

grammar

expressions

of

the

y

form

( A, B ) x

transform

to

(A , B), …, (A , B) , ((A , B)| ) , …, ((A , B)| ) where expression (A , B) is repeated x times, and expression
((A , B)| ) is repeated z = y – x times 
2. 2. Proof of Lemma 2
The only difference between Rule 2+ and Rule 2 (which inherently verifies the ISP property) lies within
extended Rule 2.2+. In other words, given an XML grammar G and a document tree D to be compared with
R 2
G, proving that Rule 2+ verifies the ISP property such that (G 
G’)D  (G G’)D, comes down to
proving that (G 

R 2.2 

G’)D  (G

G’)D. In the following, we prove the latter.


Consider expression E of the form ( A, B, C ,...) such as MaxOccurs=’unbounded’ (cf. Rule 2.2+). For
ease of presentation, we denote E = ( A , B , ..., A )  . Here, several cases arise depending on the nature of
1
2
|E|
expressions A1, A2,…, A|E| in E: i) single node declarations, ii) sequence expressions (connected via the ‘And’
operator), iii) alternative expressions (connected via the ‘Or’ operator), and iv) mixed expressions (combining
both ‘And’ and ‘Or’ operator nestings).
2. 2.1. Single Node Declarations
This is when the constituent expressions A1, A2,…, A|E| in E consist of single node declarations:
E = ( A , A , ..., A ) 
1
2
|E|

≡

( a1 , a2 , ..., a|E| )



(1)

with MaxOccurs = ‘unbounded’

Given a node n  D such as the children of n: n1, n2, …, nn.Deg conform to expression E, means that
n1, n2, …, nn.Deg match (denoted as:  ) at least one instance of each of the node declarations a1, a2,… a|E| in E:
 0 instanes of (a1, a2 ,…, a|E|) occur in D  n.Deg = 0
 1 instance of (a1, a2 ,…, a|E|) occurs in D  n.Deg = 1  |E|
 n1 a1, n2  a2, …, nn.Deg  a|E|
 2 instances of (a1, a2 ,…, a|E|) occur in D  n.Deg = 2  |E|
 n1 a1, n2  a2, …, ni  a|E|
// i = |E|
 ni+1  a1, ni+2  a2, …, nn.Deg  a|E|
 3 instances of (a1, a2 ,…, a|E|) occur in D  n.Deg = 3  |E|
 n1 a1, n2  a2, …, ni  a|E|
// i = |E|
 ni+1  a1, ni+2  a2, …, nj  a|E|
// j = 2  |E|
 nj+1 a1, nj+2  a2, …, nn.Deg  a|E|
 r instances of (a1, a2 ,…, a|E|) occur in D  n.Deg = r  |E|
 Mathelmatical Induction
1

The function ceil(x) returns the smallest integer value that is not less than x.
3

Thus, when expression E is made of single node declarations (formula (1)), the transformation of E into
an expression of the form E’ = ((a1, a2,…, a|E|)| ) , …, ((a1, a2,…, a|E|)| ) requires expression
((a1, a2,…, a|E|)| ) to be repeated at least r = ceil( n.Deg ) times in E’ to obtain (E
| E|

E’)D. An upper bound is

reached when node n is the maximum degree node Max {n. Deg} in D, which corresponds to ceil( MaxDeg(D) ),
nD

|E|

i.e., the repetition factor defined in Rule 2.2+.
2. 2.2. Sequence Expressions
Given that each constituent expression in E = ( A , A , ..., A )  is a sequence expression (connected via the
1
2
|E|
‘And’ operator): A1 is of the form (u1, u2, …, u|A1|) such as ui are single node declarations (likewise, A2 = (v1,
v2, … v|A2|), … , A|E| = (w1, w2, …, w|A|E||) where ui and vi are single node declarations). Thus:
E = ( A , A , ..., A )  ≡
1
2
|E|

(2)

(u1 , u2 , u3 , … , v1 , v2 , v3 , … , w1 , w2 , w3 ,…)



where MaxOccurs = ‘unbounded’

which brings us back to the case of single node declarations discussed above.


Here, expression E can be represented as E = (p1, p2, …, p |E | ) where each pi underlines a single node
declaration in E, and | E | is the total number of (single node) declarations in E connected via the main ‘And’
operator (i.e., | E | =  {|Ai|} = |A1| + |A2| + … + |A|E||). Hence, transforming E into an expression of the form
E’ = ((p1, p2,…, p|E|)| ) ,…, ((p1, p2,…, p|E|)| ) requires expression ((p1, p2,…, p|E|)| ) to be repeated at least
r = ceil(

n.Deg

| E|

) times in E’ to obtain (E

described above). Thus, having | E | ≥ |E| 

E’)D (as demonstrated in the single node declarations case
n.Deg

| E|

≤

n.Deg

| E|

n.Deg

, where

| E|

≤

Max{n.Deg}
|E|

which amouts to the

(upper bound) repetition factor: ceil( MaxDeg(D) ) defined in Rule 2.2+.
|E|

2. 2.3. Sequence Expressions
Given that each constituent expression in E = ( A , A , ..., A )  is an alternative expression (connected via the
1
2
|E|
‘Or’ operator): A1 is of the form (u1 | u2 | … | u|A1|) such as ui is a single node declaration (likewise, A2 = (v1 |
v2 | … | v|A2|), … , A|E| = (w1 | w2 | … | w|A|E||) where vi and wj are single node declarations). Thus:
E = (A1, A2, …, A|E|)



≡

((u1 | u2 |… | u|A1|) , (v1 | v2 | … | v|A2|) , … , (w1 | w2 | … | w|A|E||)

(3)


where MaxOccurs = ‘unbounded’

Therefore, given a node n  D such as the children of n: n1, n2, …, nn.Deg conform to expression E, means
that n1, n2, …, nn.Deg match at least one instance of each of the alternative expressions A1, A2, …, A|E| in E.
Therefore, similarly to single node declarations, when:
 0 instanes of (A1, A2 ,…, A|E|) occur in D  n.Deg = 0
 1 instance of (A1, A2 ,…, A|E|) occurs in D  n.Deg = 1  |E|
 n1 A1, n2  A2, …, nn.Deg  A|E|
 2 instances of (A1, A2 ,…, A|E|) occur in D  n.Deg = 2  |E|
 n1 A1, n2  A2, …, ni  A|E|
// i = |E|
 ni+1  A1, ni+2  A2, …, nn.Deg  A|E|
 3 instances of (A1, A2 ,…, A|E|) occur in D  n.Deg = 3  |E|
 n1 A1, n2  A2, …, ni  A|E|
// i = |E|
 ni+1  A1, ni+2  A2, …, nj  A|E|
// j = 2  E|
 nj+1 A1, nj+2  A2, …, nn.Deg  A|E|
 r instances of (A1, A2 ,…, A|E|) occur in D  n.Deg = r  |E|
 Mathelmatical Induction

4

.

Thus, when expression E is made of constituent alternative expressions (formula (3)), the transformation
of E into an expression of the form E’ = ((A1, A2,…, A|E|)| ɛ), …, ((A1, A2,…, A|E|)| ) requires expression
((A1, A2,…, A|E|)| ) to appear at least r = ceil( n.Deg ) in E’ to obtain (E

E’)D. An upper bound is naturally

| E|

reached when node n is the maximum degree node Max {n. Deg} in document tree D, which comes down to
nS

ceil( Max{n.Deg} ), i.e., the repetition factor in Rule 2.2+.
|E|

2. 2.4. Mixed Expressions
The analysis here carries from the cases above. Given that the constituent expressions in E = (A1, A2,…, A|E|)



comprise each of a mixed expression, made of multiple sequence and alternative nestings, and given a node n
 D such as the children of n: n1, n2, …, nn.Deg conform to expression E, then each expression A1, A2, …, A|E|
in E will match (at least one or) more than one child node of n: n1, n2, …, nn.Deg. Hence, following the
previous cases concerning sequence and alternative expressions, it carries straighforardly that the


transformation of expression E = (A1, A2,…, A|E|) , where cc amounts to MaxOccurs = ‘unbounded’, into an
expression of the form E’ = ((A1, A2,…, A|E|)| ),…,((A1, A2,…, A|E|)| ), requires expression ((A1, A2,…, A|E|)|
n eg
) to appear at least
times in E’ to obtain (E E’)D. This inherently covers the expressiveness of E
w.r.t. D whenever:

E

 Each expression A1, A2, … A|E| in E matches exactly one child node of n: n: n1, n2, …, nn.Deg (with
alternative expressions),
 Any expression A1, A2, … A|E| in E matches more than one child node of n: n: n1, n2, …, nn.Deg (with
sequence expressions), since the latter would require lesser repetitions, i.e.,

n.Deg

| E|

≤

n.Deg

| E|

(with | E |

the sum of the cardinalities of sequence expressions), to cover the expressiveness of E w.r.t. D.
An upper bound is naturally reached when node n is the maximum degree node Max {n. Deg} in
nD

document tree D, such as ceil( MaxDeg(D) ) is the repetition factor defined in Rule 2.2+.
|E|

2. 2.5. Summing Up
Given expression E= ( A , B ,..., A )  where MaxOccurs=‘unbounded’, to be transformed into an expression
1
2
|E|
of the form: E’ = ((A1, A2,…, A|E|)| ), …, ((A1 , A2,…, A|E|)| ). In addition, based on the above analyses
covering the different kinds of expressions (single node declarations, sequence expressions, alternative
expressions, and mixed expressions) that can occur in E, we conclude that the transformation of E into an
expression of the form E’ requires expression ((A1, A2,…, A|E|)| ) to appear at least ceil( MaxDeg(D) ) in E’
|E|

(where ceil(

MaxDeg(D)
|E|

) corresponds exactly to the repetition factor in Rule 2.2+) in order to obtain (E

E’)D.

Thus, based on the above, Lemma 2 is proved.


Consider a simple example in Fig. 1. Here, we consider grammar expression E = (a, b)* ≡ (a, b) 0 , where

a and b are single node declarations (the most basic case, for ease of presentation).
In XML document tree P, the children of the maximum degree (root) node P[0] conform to expression E,
such as P[1]= a, P[2]= b, P[3]=a , …, P[6]=b. Thus, expression E can be transformed (following Rule 2.2+,
and thus Rule 2+) into ((a, b)| ) repeated only 3 times, = ceil(

P[0].Deg
2

) such XML document tree P remains

valid w.r.t. the resulting grammar G’, G’ being equivalent in its structural expressiveness to G, w.r.t.
document tree P, (G
G’)P.
In XML document tree Q, the maximum degree node is Q[3] bearing 8 cihldren nodes of label c. Hence,
following Rule 2.2+ (and similarly Rule 2+), expression (a, b)* is transformed into ((a, b)| ) repeated 4
times, = ceil(

Q[2].Deg
2

) (more than what is minimally required, ceil(

tree Q remains valid w.r.t. resulting grammar G″, i.e., (G

5

G″)Q.

Q[2].Deg
2

)=3), such that XML document

<ELEMENT Root(a, b)*>
<ELEMENT a (c*)>
<ELEMENT b (#PCDATA)>
<ELEMENT c (#PCDATA)>

Root
a

b

a

Original DTD grammar G
a

b

b

<ELEMENT Root ( ((a, b)| ), ((a, b)| ), ((a, b)| ))>
<ELEMENT a (c*)>
<ELEMENT b (#PCDATA)>
<ELEMENT c (#PCDATA)>

XML Tree P
Root

c

a

b

a

b

a

b

c

c

c

c

c

c

DTD grammar G’ transformed w.r.t. XML document tree P
<ELEMENT Root (((a, b)| ), ((a, b)| ), ((a, b)| ), ((a, b)| ))>
<ELEMENT a (c*)>
<ELEMENT b (#PCDATA)>
<ELEMENT c (#PCDATA)>

c

XML Tree Q

DTD grammar G″ transformed w.r.t. XML document Q

b. Simplifying grammar expression of the form (A, B)*

a. XML document trees

Fig. 1. XML grammar transformation w.r.t. document trees.

3. Lemma 3 and Proof
Lemma 3 - Given an XML grammar (structural expression in) G, and an XML document tree D to be
compared to G, the application of Rule 3+ to grammar (expressions in) G, considering document tree D, i.e.,
R 3
(G 
G’)D, verifies the ISP property w.r.t. D. In other words, the original grammar (structural
expressions in) G and the transformed grammar (structural expressions in) G’ have the same structural
expressiveness w.r.t. D, denoted (G G’)D ●
3. 1. Recall Transformation Rules
First, recall transformation Rule 3.2+ (addressing the MaxOccurs constraint), the general case Rule 3+
(combining MinOccurs and MaxOccurs), and the original Rule 3 (independent of the document tree).
Rule 3.2+ Given an XML grammar G, and an XML document tree D to be compared to G, and given

transformation Rule 3.2, a repeatable alternative expression E in G, of the form ( A | B ) where
1

1

1

1

MaxOccurs=’unbounded’, is transformed into expression E’ of the form ( A0 | B0 ) , …, ( A0 | B0 ) where
1

1

MinOccurs=0 and MinOccurs=1 (≡ constraint ‘?’), such as expression ( A0 | B0 ) is repeated MaxDeg(D)
times, where MaxDeg(S)= Max {n.Deg} is the maximum node degree (fan-out) in document tree D 
nD

Rule 3+ Given an XML grammar G, and an XML document tree D to be compared to G, and given

transformation Rule 3, a repeatable alternative expression E in G of the form ( A, B ) x where MinOccurs=x

and MaxOccurs=‘unbounded’, is transformed into expression E’ of the form (A | B) , …, (A | B) ,
1
1
1
1
( A0 | B0 ) , …, ( A0 | B0 ) , and expression (A | B) is repeated an x number of times, whereas expression
1
1
( A0 | B0 ) is repeated z = MaxDeg(D) – x times, where MaxDeg(D) = Max {n. Deg} is the maximum node

nD

degree (fan-out) in document tree D 
Also, recall original Rule 3:
Rule

3.

XML
1

grammar
1

expressions
1

of

the

form

y

( A | B) x

transform

to

1

(A | B) , …, (A | B), ( A0 | B0 ) , …, ( A0 | B0 ) where expression (A , B) is repeated x times, and expression
1

1

( A0 | B0 ) is repeated z = y – x times 

We develop the proof following a similar line of reasoning used in the previous section.
3.2. Proof of Lemma 3
The only difference between and Rule 3+ and Rule 3 (which inherently verifies the ISP property) lies within
extended Rule 3.2+. In other words, given an XML grammar G and a document tree D to be compared to G,
proving that the application of Rule 3+ to G verifies the ISP property w.r.t. document tree D such that
R 3
R 3.2 
(G 
G’)D  (G G’)D, comes down to proving that (G 
G’)D  (G G’)D. In the following,
we prove the latter.
6



Consider expression E of the form ( A | B | C ,...) where MaxOccurs=’unbounded’ (cf. Rule 3.2+). For
ease of presentation, we denote E = ( A | A | ... | A )  . Here, several cases arise depending on the nature of
1
2
|E|
expressions A1, A2,…, A|E| in E: i) single node declarations, ii) sequence expressions (connected via the ‘And’
operator), iii) alternative expressions (connected via the ‘Or’ operator), and iv) mixed expressions (combining
‘And’ and ‘Or’ operator nestings).
3.2.1. Single Node Declarations
This is when the constituent expressions A1, A2,…, A|E| in E consist of single node declarations:
E = ( A | A | ... | A )  ≡
1
2
|E|

( a1 | a2 | ... | a|E| )



(4)

In this case, given a node n  D such as the children of n: n1, n2, …, nn.Deg conform to expression E,
means that the children nodes of n: n1, n2, …, nn.Deg match ( ) at least one instance of expression
(a1 | a2 |… | a|E|). That is when:
 0 instanes of (a1 | a2 |… | a|E|) occur in D  n.Deg = 0
 1 instance of (a1 | a2 |… | a|E|) occurs in D  n.Deg = 1
 n1 = nn.Deg  (a1 | a2 |… | a|E|)
// n1  ai  (a1 | a2 |… | a|E|)
 2 instances of (a1, a2 ,…, a|E|) occur in D  n.Deg = 2
 n1  (a1 | a2 |… | a|E|)
 n2 = nn.Deg  (a1 | a2 |… | a|E|)
 3 instances of (a1, a2 ,…, a|E|) occur in D  n.Deg = 3
 n1  (a1 | a2 |… | a|E|)
 n2  (a1 | a2 |… | a|E|)
 n3 = nn.Deg  (a1 | a2 |… | a|E|)
 r instances of (a1 | a2 |… | a|E|) occur in S  n.Deg = r
 Mathelmatical Induction
Thus, when expression E is made of single node declarations (formula (4)) the transformation of E into
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
an expression of the form E’ = (a1 0 | a2 0 | … | a|E| 0 ), …, (a1 0 | a2 0 | … | a|E| 0 ) requires expression (a1 0 |
1

1

a2 0 | … | a|E| 0 ) to be repeated at least r = n.Deg times in E’ to obtain (E

E’)D. An upper bound is reached

when node n is the maximum degree node Max {n. Deg} in D, which corresponds to the repetition factor
defined in Rule 3.2+.

nD

3.2.2. Alternative Expressions
Given that each constituent expression in E = ( A | A | ... | A )  is an alternative expression (connected via
1
2
|E|
the ‘Or’ operator): A1 is of the form (u1 | u2 | … | u|A1|) such as ui is a single node declaration (likewise,
A2 = (v1 | v2 | … | v|A2|), … , A|E| = (w1 | w2 | … | w|A|E||) where vi and wj are single node declarations). Thus:
E = ( A | A | ... | A )  ≡
1
2
|E|

(5)

(u1 | u2 | u3 | … | v1 | v2 | v3 | … | w1 | w2 | w3 |…)



where cc amounts to MaxOccurs = ‘unbounded’

which brings us back to the case of single node declarations discussed above.


Here, expression E can be represented as E = (p1 | p2 | … | p |E | ) , where each pi underlines a given
single node declaration in E, and | E | is the total number of (single node) declarations in E connected via the
main
‘Or’
operator.
Hence,
transforming
E
into
an
expression
of
the
form
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
E’ = (p1 0 | p2 0 | … | p |E | 0 ), …, (p1 0 | p2 0 | … | p |E | 0 ) requires expression (p1 0 | p2 0 |… | p |E | 0 ) to be
repeated at least r = n.Deg times in E’ for it to obtain (E
E’)D (as demonstrated in the single node
declarations case described above). An upper bound is reached when node n is the maximum degree node

Max {n.Deg} in D, which corresponds to the repetition factor in Rule 3.2+.
nD
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3.2.3. Sequence Expressions
Given that each constituent expression in E = (A1 | A2 |… | A|E|)



is an sequence expression (connected via the

‘And’ operator): A1 is of the form (u1, u2, …, u|A1|) such as ui are single node declarations (likewise, A2 = (v1,
v2, … v|A2|), … , A|E| = (w1, w2, …, w|A|E||) where ui and vi are single node declarations). Thus:
E = (A1 | A2 | … | A|E|)



≡

(6)

((u1, u2,… u|A1|) | (v1, v2, …, v|A2|) | … | (w1, w2, …, w|A|E||)



Therefore, given a node n  D such as the children of n: n1, n2, …, nn.Deg conform to expression E, means
that the children nodes of n: n1, n2, …, nn.Deg match at least one instance of each of the sequence expressions
A1, A2, …, A|E| in E. In other words, when:
 0 instanes of (A1 | A2 |… | A|E|) occur in D  n.Deg = 0
 1 instance of (A1 | A2 |… | A|E|) occurs in D  n.Deg = 1  |Ai|
 E.g., if A1 occurs, then:
 n1 u1, n2  u2, … , nn.Deg  u|A1|

// n.Deg = |A1|

 2 instances of (A1 | A2 |… | A|E|) occur in D  n.Deg = 2  |Ai|
 E.g., if A1 and A2 correspond to the 2 occurrences respectively:
 n1  u1, n2  u2, … , nr  u|A1|
// r = |A1|
 nr+1  v1, nr+2  v2, … , nn.Deg  v|A2| // n.Deg = |A1| + |A2|
 3 instances of (A1 | A2 |… | A|E|) occur in D  n.Deg = 3  |Ai|
 E.g. if A1, A2 and A|E| correspond to the 3 occurrences respectively:
 n1  u1, n2  u2, … , nr  u|A1|
// r = |A1|
// s = |A1| + |A2|
 nr+1  v1, nr+2  v2, … , ns  v|A2|
 ns+1  w1, ns+2  w2,…, nn.Deg  w|A|E|| // n.Deg= |A1| + |A2| + |A|E||
 r instances of (A1 | A2 | … | A|E|) occur in D  n.Deg = r  |Ai|
 Mathelmatical Induction
Thus, when expression E is made of constituent sequence expressions (formula (6)), the transformation
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
of E into an expression E’ = (A1 0 | A2 0 | … | A|E| 0 ), …, (A1 0 | A2 0 | … | A|E| 0 ) requires expression (A1 0 | A2
1
0

1

| … | A|E| 0 ) to appear at least r=ceil(

n.Deg

Max{|A i|}

) in E’ to obtain (E
1

1

E’)D. Hence, having ceil(

n.Deg

Max{|A i|}

)

1

≤ n.Deg means that n.Deg repetitions of expression (A1 0 | A2 0 | … | A|E| 0 ) in E’ will seamlessly presruve its

structural expressiveness wr.t. document tree D. An upper bound is reached when node n is the maximum
degree node Max {n. Deg} in document tree D, which comes down to the repetition factor in Rule 3.2+.
nS

3.2.4. Mixed Expressions
The analysis here carries from the cases above. Given that the constituent expressions in E = (A1 | A2 | … | A|E|)

comprise each of a mixed expression, made of multiple sequence and alternative nestings, and given a node

n  S such as the children of n: n1, n2, …, nn.Deg conform to expression E, then the child nodes of
n: n1, n2, …, nn.Deg will match one or more than one instance of each expression A1, A2, …, A|E| in E. Hence,
following the previous cases concerning sequence and alternative expressions, it carries straighforardly that

the
transformation
of
expression
E
=
into
an
expression
( A | A | ... | A )
1

E’ =

1
((A1 0

|

1
A2 0

|…

1
| A|E| 0

),…,

1
(A1 0

1
| A2 0

appear at least n.Deg times in E’ to obtain (E

…|

1
A|E| 0

2

|E|

1

1

1

)) requires expression (A1 0 | A2 0 |… | A|E| 0 ) to

E’)D. This covers the expressiveness of E w.r.t. D whenever:

 Each expression A1, A2, … A|E| in E matches exactly one child node of n: n: n1, n2, …, nn.Deg (in the
case of alternative expressions),
 Any expression A1, A2, … A|E| in E matches more than one child node of n: n: n1, n2, …, nn.Deg (in the
case of sequence expressions), since the latter would require lesser repetitions, i.e.,
ceil(

n.Deg

Max{|A i|}

) ≤ n.Deg, to cover the expressiveness of E w.r.t. D.

An upper bound is naturally reached when node n is the maximum degree node Max {n. Deg} in
document tree D, corresponding to the repetition factor defined in Rule 3.2+.
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3.2.5. Summing Up
Given expression E = ( A | A | ... | A )  where MaxOccurs=’unbounded’, to be transformed into an
1
2
|E|
1

1

1

1

1

1

expression of the form E’ = ((A1 0 | A2 0 | … | A|E| 0 ), …, (A1 0 | A2 0 | … | A|E| 0 )), and based on the above

analyses covering the different kinds of expressions (single node declarations, sequence expressions,
alternative expressions, and mixed expressions) that can occur in E, we conclude that the transformation of E
1
1
1
into an expression of the form E’ requires expression (A1 0 | A2 0 … A|E| 0 ) to appear at least
MaxDeg(D) = Max {n. Deg} in E’ (where MaxDeg(D) corresponds exactly to the repetition factor defined in
nD

E’)D. Hence, based on the above, Lemma 3 is proved.

Rule 3.2+) in order to obtain (E

Consider a simple example in Fig. 2. Here, we consider grammar expression E = (a | b)*, with ‘*’ ≡

(a | b) 0 , where a and b are single node declarations (the most basic case, for ease of presentation).
In XML document tree P, the children of the maximum degree (root) node P[0] conform to expression E,
such as P[1]=a, P[2]=b, P[3]=a and P[4]=b. Thus, expression E can be transformed (following Rule 3.2+,
1
1
and thus Rule 3+) into (a 0 | b 0 ) repeated only 4 times, having MaxDeg(P) = P[0].Deg = 4, such XML

document tree P remains valid w.r.t. the resulting grammar G’, G’ being equivalent in its structural
expressiveness to G, w.r.t. document tree P: (G
G’)P.
In XML document tree Q, the maximum degree node is Q[2] bearing 5 cihldren nodes of label c. Hence,
1
1
following Rule 3.2+ (and similarly Rule 3+), expression (a | b)* is transformed into (a 0 | b 0 ) repeated
5 times, having MaxDeg(Q) = Q[2].Deg = 5 (more than what is minimally required, Q[0]=4), yet such as
XML document tree Q remains valid w.r.t. resulting grammar G″, such that (G
G″)Q.
<ELEMENT Root(a | b)*>
<ELEMENT b (c*)>
<ELEMENT a (#PCDATA)>
<ELEMENT c (#PCDATA)>

Root
a

b

b

a

XML Tree P

<ELEMENT Root ((a? | b?), (a? | b?), (a? | b?), (a? | b?))>
<ELEMENT b (c*)>
<ELEMENT a (#PCDATA)>
<ELEMENT c (#PCDATA)>
DTD grammar G1 transformed w.r.t. XML document Q.

Root

c

Original DTD grammar G

Expression (a? | b?) is repeated MaxDeg(Q)= 4 times.

a

b

b

a

c

c

c

c

XML Tree Q

a. XML document trees.

<ELEMENT Root ((a? | b?), (a? | b?), (a? | b?), (a? | b?), (a? | b?))>
<ELEMENT b (c*)>
<ELEMENT a (#PCDATA)>
<ELEMENT c (#PCDATA)>
DTD grammar G2 transformed w.r.t. XML document Q.

Expression (a? | b?) is repeated MaxDeg(Q)= 5 times.

b. Simplifying expressions of the form (A | B)*.

Fig. 2. XML grammar transformation w.r.t. document trees.

4. Lemma 4 and Proof
Lemma 4 – Given an XML grammar (structural expression) G and an XML document tree D to be
compared to G, the flattening of strong-linear recursive declarations in G, following Rule 4, verifies the ISP
R4
property w.r.t. D, such that (G  G’)D  (G
G’)D, i.e., the original grammar (expressions in) G and
the flattened grammar G’ have the same structural expressiveness w.r.t. document tree D ●
Recall the notion of strong-linear recursive declaration, adopted from [1, 2]:
Definition 2 – Strong-linear recursive declatation in grammar G, denoted eref  erec (where eref
underlines the original element declaration and erec its recursive reference) is a recursive declaration where:
 erec occurs at most once in the structural model definition of its containing element (i.e., either eref ; or
an element e’  G such as eref  e’ and e’  erec) such as the occurrence of erec is not repeatable (i.e.,
erec is not associated any repeatability constraint)
 Every element reachable from eref (  e’  G such as eref  e’ ) is non-recursive ●
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Rule 4. Given an XML grammar G, and an XML document tree D to be compared to G, a strong-linear
recursive declaration defined on element e  G, denoted as eref  erec, is transformed into a nested
succession (a chain) of non-recursive element declarations: e1  e2  e3… en-1 en, where ei denotes the
ith nested occurrence of element e, repeated a finite number of n = ceil(

Depth (D) +1
NestDepth (eref , erec) G

) times, where

Depth(D) is the maximum depth of XML document tree D, and NestDepth(eref , erec)G is the element depth of
the original recursive declaration separating eref and erec (we evaluate structural depth in XML grammars
similarly to depth in XML document trees, i.e., NestDepth(eref , erec)G = eref .d – erec .d) 
4.1. Proof of Lemma 4

To verify the ISP property w.r.t. Rule 4, any XML document conforming to the grammar prior to the

application of the transformation rule must still conform to the transformed grammar afterwards. Hence, in
the following, we prove Lemma 3 by establishing that: given a document tree D and a grammar G such as
R4
G | D, then (G  G’)D  G’ | D.
Consider a general strong-linear recursive declaration eref  erec in a given grammar G where eref
underlines the original element declaration and erec its recursive reference in the grammar. Here, two
configurations can take place: i) erec occurs in the structural model definition of eref, or ii) or  e’  G such
as eref  e’ and e’  erec. In the following, we consider the latter configuration (which is more generic, and
such as the corresponding proof seamlessly covers the proof related to the first configuration). A simple
visualization is depicted in Fig. 3, with a dummy XML grammar G and corresponding dummy XML
document tree instance D (i.e., D hypothetically conforms to G, G | D). In Fig. 3, node e’ is denoted as x for
ease of presentation.
Given that G | D, it is inherent that Depth(D) is always higher or equal to the number of repetitions of
the recursive nesting occurring in D. In the following, we first discuss the upper bound case, and then present
the general case.
 Upper bound – It occurs when:
(eref ≡ R(G))  (erec.d = Depth(G))

(7)

.

(8)

.


Depth(D) = [n × NestDepth(eref , erec)G] – 1

The upper bound expressed in formula (8) is obtained when the reference node eref corresponds to
the root of the source grammar G (eref ≡ R(G)), and the recursive reference eRec appears at the
lowest hierarchical level (highest depth, i.e., eRec.d = Depth(G)) in G (cf. Fig. 3). Here, Depth(D) is
exactly equal to the number of repetitions of the recursive declaration, n, multiplied by the nesting
depth of the recursive declaration NestDepth(eref , erec)G = eref.d – erec.d. The substraction by 1 is
included to consider the absence of the recursive element reference erec in the document tree (D).
Consequently, following formula (8), the number of nesting repetitions amounts to
n = ceil(

Depth (D) +1
NestDepth (eref , erec) G

), which corresponds to the formula in Rule 4.

 General case – It occurs whenever the upper bound condition in formula (7) is not fulfilled:
(eref ≠ R(G))  (erec.d ≠ Depth(G))

Depth(D) ≥ [n × NestDepth(eref , erec)G] – 1

(9)

.

(10)

.

The general case occurs when either i) the original element declaration eref is not the root of the
grammar G (eref ≠ R(G)) and corresponds to an inner node in G, or ii) the recursive reference erec
does not appear at the lowest hierarchical level in G (i.e., erec.d ≠ Depth(G)  erec.d < Depth(G)).
Here, the number of nesting repetitions in the document tree D is naturally lower than the upper
bound (formula (8)), and thus straithforardly comes down to n ≤ ceil(

Depth (D) +1
NestDepth (eref , erec) G

), which is

bounded by the the formula in Rule 4. Recall that recursive declarations are optional in nature, and
thus can be repeated an additional number of times in the flattened grammar without affecting
expressiveness (simple examples are developed subsequently).
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// eref

<Element name = ‘e’>
…

<ELEMENT e (…)>
…
<ELEMENT x (e ?)>
…

e
x


…

<Element name = ‘x’>
<Element ref = ‘e’ MinOccurs= ‘0’/>
</Element>

//erec

</Element>
Recursive grammar G (in DTD and XSD syntaxes).

e

<Element name = ‘e’>
// 1st(original) occurrence
…
<Element name = ‘x ’>
<Element name = ‘e’ MinOccurs= ‘0’>
// 2nd occurrence
….
<Element name = ‘x’>
<Element name = ‘e’ MinOccurs= ‘0’>
//3rd occurrence
…
<Element name = ‘x’ type= ‘#PCDATA’/>
…
</Element>

x
e
x
Sample XML Tree D

Non-recursive grammar G1 transformed w.r.t. XML document S
(we utilise the XSD syntax here, for ease of presentation).

Fig. 3. Abstract visualization of recursive grammar declaration and corresponding document tree instance.

The upper bound case and the general case analyses developed above show that the nesting in a
document tree instance G | S, corresponding to a strong-linear recursive declaration in grammar G, can
appear n ≤ ceil(

Depth (D) +1
NestDepth (eref , erec) G

) times in tree D. This means that the strong-linear recursive declaration

can be replaced by a nested succession of non-recursive element declarations, in the transformed grammar G’,
repeated at least n = ceil(
(G 

R4

Depth (D) +1
NestDepth (eref , erec) G

) times in G’, to have S | G’. In other words,

G’)D. Hence Lemma 4 is proved.

G’)D  (G

4.2. Computation Examples

<ELEMENT e (a, x)> // eref
<ELEMENT x (e?)>
// erec
<ELEMENT a (#PCDATA)> 

e
a

x

Recursive grammar G1 (in DTD and XSD syntaxes).

e
a

<Element name = ‘e’>
// eref
<Sequence>
<Element name = ‘a’ type= ‘#PCDATA’/>
<Element name = ‘x’>
<Element ref = ‘E’ MinOccurs= ‘0’/> // erec
</Element
</Sequence>
</Element>

x

XML Tree P

<Element name = ‘E’>
// 1st(original) occurrence
<Sequence>
<Element name = ‘a’ type= ‘#PCDATA’/>
<Element name = ‘x’>
<Element name = ‘E’ MinOccurs= ‘0’>
// 2nd occurrence
<Sequence>
<Element name = ‘a’ type= ‘#PCDATA’/>
<Element name = ‘x’ type= ‘#PCDATA’/>
…
</Element>
Non-recursive grammar G1’ transformed w.r.t. XML document P
(we utilize the XSD syntax here, for ease of presentation).

The recursive declaration is repeated

Depth(P) +1
NestDepth(eref , erec) G1

= 2 times.

Fig. 4. Simplifying recursive XML grammar declarations – the upper bound case.

Consider for instance the examples in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. On one hand, Fig. 4 considers the upper bound case,
where the original node declaration eref corresponds to the root of the grammar, G1, and its recursive reference
erec appears at the lowest hierarchical level in G1. Here, the number of recursive nesting repetitions in
grammar G1’, flattened w.r.t. document tree P, amounts to ceil(

Depth (P) +1
NestDepth (eref , erec) G1

)=2 following Rule 4,

which corresponds exactly to the number of repetitions required to guaranty (G1
G1’)P. On the other hand,
Fig. 5 considers the case where the original element declaration eref and corresponding recursive reference erec
both appear as inners node in the grammar G2. In this case, the recursive nesting in grammar G2’, flattened
w.r.t. document tree Q, is repeated ceil(

Depth (Q) +1
NestDepth (eref , erec) G2

)= 3 following Rule 4, whereas 2 occurrences

would have sufficed to (G2
G2’)Q. Yet, recall that additional nesting repetitions do not affect grammar
expressiveness since the recursive nesting is naturally optional.
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<ELEMENT Root (e)>
<ELEMENT e (a, x)> // eref
<ELEMENT a (b)>
<ELEMENT b (c)>
<ELEMENT c (d)>
<ELEMENT x (y)>
<ELEMENT y (e)>
// erec
<ELEMENT d (#PCDATA)>

Root

<Element name = ‘Root’>
<Element name = ‘e’>
// eref
<Sequence>
<Element name = ‘a’>
<Element name = ‘b’ >
<Element name = ‘c’>
<Element name = ‘d’ type = ‘#PCDATA’>
</Element>

</Element>
</Element>
<Element name = ‘x’>
<Element name = ‘y’>
<Element ref = ‘e’ MinOccurs= ‘0’/> // erec
</Element>
…
</Element>

Recursive grammar G2 (in DTD and XSD syntaxes).

e
a

x

b

y

c

e

d

a

x

b

y

<Element name = ‘Root’>
<Element name = ‘e’>
// 1st(original) occurrence
<Sequence>
<Element name = ‘a’>
<Element name = ‘b’>
<Element name = ‘c’>
<Element name = ‘d’ type = ‘#PCDATA’>
</Element>
</Element>
</Element>
<Element name = ‘x’>
<Element name = ‘y’>
<Element name = ‘e’ MinOccurs= ‘0’>
// 2nd occurrence
<Sequence>
<Element name = ‘a’>
<Element name = ‘b’>
<Element name = ‘c’>
<Element name = ‘d’ type = ‘#PCDATA’>
</Element>
</Element>
</Element>
<Element name = ‘x’>
<Element name = ‘y’>
<Element name = ‘e’ MinOccurs= ‘0’> //3rd occurrence
<Sequence>
<Element name = ‘a’>
<Element name = ‘b’>
<Element name = ‘c’>
<Element name = ‘d’ type= ‘#PCDATA’>
</Element>
</Element>
</Element>
<Element name = ‘x’>
<Element name = ‘y’ type = ‘#PCDATA’/>
</Element>
</Sequence>
…
</Element>

c
d
XML Tree Q

Non-recursive grammar G2’ transformed w.r.t. XML document Q.

The recursive declaration is repeated

epth
est epth e ec

e ef

= 3 times.

Fig. 5. Simplifying recursive XML grammar declarations.

5. Lemma 5 and Proof
In a nutshell, transformation Rule 4 allows transforming a strong-linear recursive declaration into a
succession of non-recursive declarations, repeated a finite number of times, linear in the depth of the XML
tree being compared, i.e., ceil(

Depth (D) +1
NestDepth (eref , erec) G

) (the detailed proof and examples have been developed in

the previous section). Hence, XML grammar cardinality follows accordingly. Formally:
Lemma 5. Given an XML document tree D, and an XML grammar G encompassing a recursive
declaration eref  erec (where eref underlines the original element declaration and erec its recursive reference),
R4

flattened w.r.t. D following Rule 4, (G  G’)D, the cardinality of the resulting transformed grammar G’ is
linear in the cardinality of XML tree D, and amounts to:
G’ = [|G| – 1] + [ceil(

Depth (D) +1
NestDepth (eref , erec) G

) – 1) × (NestCard(eref , erec)G – 1)] ●

5.1. Proof of Lemma 5
R4

Given the original grammar G, the size of the transformed grammar G’ , such as (G  G)S, consists of:
i. The original grammar nodes |G|, minus the recursive reference element erec which does not appear
in the flattened grammar, yielding:
α = |G|-1
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(11)

.

ii. The additional recursive nesting repetitions introduced following Rule 4. These correspond to
ceil(

Depth (D) +1
NestDepth (eref , erec) G

) – 1 since the original recursive nesting already exists in the original

grammar G (recall that Rule 4 underlines the total number of nesting repetitions, including the
original occurrence). The cardinality of the added nesting repetitions corresponds to the number of
additional repetitions, ceil(

Depth (D) +1
NestDepth (eref , erec) G

) – 1, multiplied by recursive nesting cardinality,

NestCard(eref , erec)G , minus the recursive reference element erec which does not appear in the
flattened grammar nestings, NestCard(eref , erec)G – 1, hence yielding:
β = [(ceil(

Depth (D) +1
NestDepth (eref , erec) G

) – 1) × (NestCard(eref , erec)G – 1)]

(12)

Hence, the cardinality of the transformed grammar comes down to |G’| = α + β, which proves Lemma 5.
5.2. Computation Examples
Consider for instance the examples in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.
 Having, |G1|=4, NestCard(eref, erec)G1=4, and ceil(

Depth (P) +1
NestDepth (eref , erec) G1

)=2, the cardinality of the

flattened grammar becomes |G1’ =[4-1] + [(2-1)×(4-1)] = 6.
 Having, |G2|=9, NestCard(eref, erec)G2=8, and ceil(

Depth (Q) +1
NestDepth (eref , erec) G2

) =3, the cardinality of the

flattened grammar becomes |G2|=[8-1] + [(3-1)×(8-1)] = 22.

6. Lemma 6 and Proof
Lemma 6 – Let G be an input XML grammar (structural expression), our genral XML grammar
transformation rules (to the exception of the conditional case of Rule 1), can be applied to G in any sequence
order, always resulting in a transformed grammar G’ having the same structural expressiveness (i.e., verifying
G’). The same carries for our one-to-one document/grammar transformation
the ISP property) such that (G
rules, such as the transformed grammar (structural expression in) G’ preserves the same structural
expressiveness of G w.r.t. the document tree D, denoted (G
G’)D ●
Recall the definition of ECR:
Definition 3 – Extended Church-Rosser (ECR) property: Let Ω be the domain of (structural
expressions in) XML grammars, and ρ = {Ri, Rj, Rk …} be the set of XML grammar (expression)
transformation rules defined on Ω, ρ has the extended Church-Rosser property w.r.t. Ω if  G1, G2, G3  Ω,
Ri
Rj
Rk
and  Ri, Rj  ρ, [ (G1  G2)  (G1  G3) ]   G4, G4’  Ω,  Rk, Rl  ρ such that [ (G2 
G4)  (G3  G4’) where (G4
G4’) ] (the resulting (structural expressions in) grammars G4 and G4’
have the same structural expressiveness (cf. ECR diagram in Fig. 6) ●
Rl

G1

Ri

G2
R

Rj
G3

k

Rl

G4

G4’

Fig. 6. Visual description of the ECR (Extended Church-Rosser) property, w.r.t. XML grammar transformation.

Proof of Lemma 6. Prooving Lemma 6 comes down to proving the applicability of the Extended Church
Rosser (ECR) property. Given Ω as the domain of XML grammars (expressions), and ρ the set of XML
grammar transformation rules on Ω, such as  Ri  ρ, Ri verifies the ISP property:
  G1, G2, G3  Ω, and  Ri, Rj  ρ, such as (G1 
property, we have:
Ri
 (G1  G2)  G1 G2,


(G1 

Rj

G3)  G1

Ri

G2) and (G1 

G3.

In other words, G1, G2 and G3 have the same structural expressiveness.
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Rj

G3), then based on the ISP

.

 Consequently, given G4, G4’  Ω, and Rk , Rl  ρ such as (G2 
on the ECR definition:
Rk
 (G2  G4)  G2 G4,
(G3 



Rk

G4’)  G3

Rk

Rl

G4) and (G3  G4’), then based

G4’.

 Transitively, G1 G2 G3 G4 G4’. This means that all grammars G1, G2, G3, G4, G4’  Ω which
are involved in the transformation process (via rules from Ri, Rj, Rk , Rl  ρ such as  Ri  ρ, Ri has
the ISP property) share the same structural expressiveness. Particularly G4 G4’.
Based on the above, ρ verifies the ECR property w.r.t. Ω, and hence Lemma 6 is proved.

7. Algorithm TOCXDoc
Algorithm TOCXDoc computes XML document sub-tree edit operations costs (similarly to its counterpart,
TOCXGram, for computing XML grammar sub-tree operations costs, developed in the main paper, Section
6.1.1). Operations costs are consequently exploited in main tree edit distance algorithm, in order to identify
the minimum cost sequence of edit operations transforming the document tree into one conforming to the
conjunctive grammar tree at hand.
Recall that tree deletion (insertion) operations, in our approach, are evaluated as the sum of the costs of
deleting (inserting) all individual nodes in the considered sub-tree, such as:
CostDel Tree / InsTree(T) =  Cost Del/ Ins (xi )
All nodes x i  T

where:

CostIns = CostDel = 1
CostUpd(a ,b) = 1 when a. ≠ b., otherwise, CostUpd = 0,
underlining that no changes are to be made to the label of node a.

(13)

.

(14)

.

Algorithm TOCXDoc is developed in Fig. 7. It simply going through all sub-trees of the XML document
tree, computing XML document sub-tree deletion operations costs, as the sum of the costs of their underlying
sub-tree nodes (basic cost model discussed above, cf. Fig. 7, lines 9-11).
Algorithm TOCXDoc_XGram
Input: S // XML document tree
Output: { CostOpTree} // Tree insertion/deletion operations costs, for all sub-trees in S
Begin
M = Degree(S)

// The number of first level sub-trees in document tree S.

1

CostDelTree(S) = CostDel(R(S))

// Initializing sub-tree deletion cost with
// corresponding sub-tree root node (unit) cost.
// Leaf node sub-tree

2

If(M= 0)
{

Return CostDel(R(S))
}

// Leaf node operations are assigned unit costs
// in our approach (basic cost model).

Else
{

For (i = 1 ; i ≤ M ; i++)

// Going through the first level sub-trees of S, Si / i= …M

{

CostDelTree(S) = CostDelTree(S) + TOCXDoc (Si)

// Recursive formulation.

}
}

Return {CostOpTree}S
End

// Tree insertion/deletion operations costs

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Fig. 7. Algorithm TOCXDoc for computing XML document sub-tree operations costs.

8. Experimental Results based on Detecting Changes in XML Grammars
In addition to XML document modification (developed in the main paper, in Section 5.4.2), we also
conducted a set of experiments to detect the changes induced in XML grammars. Among the various
experiments conducted, Fig. 8 presents the results obtained when modifying grammars
OrdinaryIssuePage.dtd, ProceedingsPage.dtd and SigmodRecord.dtd (of the online version of the ACM
SIGMOD Record), and comparing them to documents Ord_234.xml, Pro_172_2.xml and Sigmod_11.xml
respectively. Results in Fig. 8.a show a correspondence between similarity and modification levels (similarly
to the document modification experiments presented in the previous section).
However, note that similarity graphs are not perfectly linear w.r.t. the amount of modifications,
compared to those obtained when varying documents. That is due to the presence of optional and repeatable
declarations in the grammars being modified (e.g. the deletion of an optional grammar element will not affect
the similarity result, likewise for repeatable elements).
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Fig. 8. Similarity graphs reflecting the gradual modification of XML grammars
OrdinaryIssuePage.dtd, ProceedingsPage.dtd and SigmodRecord.dtd w.r.t.
documents Ord_234.xml, Pro_171_2.xml and Sigmod_11.xml.

For the special case of the insertion operation (cf. Fig. 8.b), corresponding chart lines are of marginal
slopes, in comparison with those of the update and deletion operations (cf. Fig. 8.a, where the former seem
almost perfectly horizontal, i.e., of null slopes). That is due to two reasons: i) we only insert grammar nodes
with default MinOccurs = MaxOccurs = 1 ( null) constraints, and do not allow insertion of repeatable
nodes/expressions (to simplify the experiment), as well as ii) the vast difference in sizes (i.e., cardinalities)
between the documents and the grammars. In fact, XML documents in the SIGMOD Record encompass, in
average, 350 nodes, whereas grammars are of average 17 nodes each (statistics are provided in Section 5 of
the main paper). Hence, introducing additional nodes (having null constraints) to the grammars, (attaining
grammar structures which are, at maximum, double their original sizes, i.e., with Modif%=100) would be of
minimal effect at the grammar size scale. In plain terms, for instance, inserting an additional element to a 17
node grammar (e.g., OrdinaryIssue.dtd) is of minimal impact w.r.t. a 262 node document (e.g., Ord_234.xml).

9. Experimental Results based on User Rankings
In addition to system generated results (presented in the main paper), we conducted manual (user) rankings in
order to identify the correspondence between: i) the user’s perception of similarity and ii) system-generated
similarity scores, in detecting changes in documents/grammars. Thirty graduate students were involved in the
experiments. Each subject was given a set of initially conforming documents/grammars and their transformed
(modified) versions, and was asked to rank the transformed documents/grammars w.r.t. to the original
versions (assigning scores ranging from A to F, such as A = Conforming, B = Very Similar…, F = Least
similar). Manual answers were consequently correlated against the system generated ones in order to identify
the statistical dependence between system generated similarity scores and the user’s perception of similarity.
Similarity graphs w.r.t. user rankings, corresponding, are shown in Fig. 9. Here, user rankings (i.e., A, B,
C, …, F) were transformed into numerical values so as to be comparable to system generated scores, such as:
A = 100% (the document conforms to the grammar), B = 80% (high similarity), C = 60%, D = 40%, E = 20%,
and F = 0% similarity (the document and grammar seem completely different to the user). Average
correlation scores for each kind of document modification (document node update, insertion, and deletion) in
Fig. 9 are show in Table 6.a. Results confirm the relevance of system generated scores w.r.t. the users’
perception of similarity: correlation is > 75%, on average, for all kinds of document modifications.
Similarly to the document modification experiments, manual user rakings conducted w.r.t. grammar
modification experiments reveal a straight correlation with system generated similarity scores. Similarity
graphs are show in Fig. 10. Average correlation scores for each kind of grammar modification (grammar node
update, insertion, and deletion) are show in Table 6.b. Results confirm the relevance of system generated
scores w.r.t. the users’ perception of similarity: correlation is > 85%, on average, for all kinds of grammar
modifications.
Table 6. Statistical dependency evaluation, computing the Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC)
between system and user-generated similarity rankings.
a. PCC with document modification experiments.
Ord_234.xml
Pro_172_2.xml
Sigmod_11.xml

Update
0.9529
0.9891
0.9891

Insertion
0.6962
0.8832
0.8233

Deletion
0.7678
0.4689
0.5869

b. PCC with grammar modification experiments.
OrdinaryIssuePage
ProceedingsPage
SigmodRecord
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Update
0.9435
0.9058
0.8659

Insertion
0.9217
0.8706
0.7679

Deletion
0.8575
0.8992
0.7991

Update modification type

Insertion modification type

Deletion modification type

a. Comparing user and system similarity scores when gradually modifying Ord_234.xml.

Update modification type

Insertion modification type

Deletion modification type

b. Comparing user and system similarity scores when gradually modifying Ord_172.xml.

Update modification type

Insertion modification type

Deletion modification type

c. Comparing user and system similarity scores when gradually modifying Ord_172.xml.
System

User

Fig. 9. Similarity graphs contrasting system and user-generated similarity scores when comparing
XML documents Ord_234.xml, Pro_171_2.xml and Sigmod_11.xml, w.r.t. XML grammars
OrdinaryIssuePage.dtd, ProceedingsPage.dtd and SigmodRecord.dtd,
considering document modifications.
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Update modification type

Insertion modification type

Deletion modification type

a. Comparing user and system similarity scores when modifying grammar OrdinaryIssurPage.

Update modification type

Insertion modification type

Deletion modification type

b. Comparing user and system similarity scores when gradually modifying grammar ProceedingsPage.

Update modification type

Insertion modification type

Deletion modification type

c. Comparing user and system similarity scores when gradually modifying grammar SigmodRecord.
User

System

Fig. 10. Similarity graphs contrasting system and user-generated similarity scores when comparing
XML documents Ord_234.xml, Pro_171_2.xml and Sigmod_11.xml, w.r.t. XML grammars
OrdinaryIssuePage.dtd, ProceedingsPage.dtd and SigmodRecord.dtd,
considering grammar modifications.
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